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Key advantages over Present security cameras now a days :

No DVR/Recorders

Kens.co has customized a security camera which DVR or Recorder has not required. That
will save extra cost and hassle to maintenance that item. Also it consume remarkable
power to run for 24HRS
No cost for Hard Drive. GB or TB will cost more than a cheap SD card isn`t it? Replacing
Hard Disk is also not easy for the rural people or villagers as well. Also not available in the
disasters area.

No Hard Disk
You need cool place to keep such DVR or HD all the time. If it is crash or bad sectors or
over heated that will crash and will lead to spent more bucks as a result. Here there is no
chance if you use our security camera.
Hard Disk Crash
Monitor is a common accessories for any security camera now a days. It require space,
extra power consumption, extra cost if tube is over heated for continuous running. For
rural areas or villages people do not have much budget to buy a monitor. So Kens.co
customized this idea for all kinds of areas for security purposes.
No Monitor

32GB SD card

Kens.co use 32GB SD card which you can run 2 weeks or 16days as well. It is best
evidence to bring to the police instead of heavy DVR or recorder or investigators will visit
your place to check the recorder. Also SD card is so cheap and affordable for every one.

Cont`d 1

Drop Voltage using long wires

Extreme Areas

This for your kind information if you use long wire it may cause to drop the voltage
which will hamper the security camera. Most of the Chinese camera crashed due to such
reasons but we do not know. Kens security camera you do not need to use such long wires
to connect camera or DVR. Also you can save extra cost on long wires as well.
Everybody is thinking about the wifi connection to the mobile to check the security
camera but how many % successful to catch the thief or terrorist while you check the
mobile phone through security camera ? If there is bad network or no network of wifi
how you can check your camera. How about the security of every places of the state or
government? Kens security camera is just simple and worthy in that purpose. You can use
both solar or AC connection to the security camera.
Kens.co Japan is using super thin 1mm amorphous solar sheet for the security camera for
the fist time. And the test result is outstanding while we use in many project like in
Nigeria and Kenya. Max space on the pole and sunlight can be use. That Means your
security pole is more light than traditional crystal solar panel in the market.

Japan`s super thin solar
Kens.co has customized this security camera in such a way so that you can use your home
ac connection if electricity is available at your area. Just wire connection is needed for
this matter. Or you can use indoor if it is not necessary to use outdoor. Both can be
possible.
AC connection at home
For government or state offices, residential areas, roads you need manpower 24hrs to
check on monitor. Also you need room space which will cost more. So in that case you do
not need any cost of checking 24hrs if you use Kens security camera. Big amount of cost
savings.
No need 24hrs manpower

Cont`d 2

Simply function will lead to easy installation as well. No complicated tools or training to
do so. Ensuring access to all kinds of people in the world. Also ensuring the security to
each and every corner of the state.
Easy install

Easy rubber cap is using to remove 32GB SD card in the security camera. It is not
complicated to do. No need any tools or special knowledge to remove such SD card.

Easy remove SD card
As you may wonder why kens security camera is so simple comparing other cameras in
the market? Though there are other high tech security camera from Japan but it is special
customized for the developing countries where high tech is not available properly or risk
for other factors to maintain of high performance security camera.
Special customized version
from Japan

Saving Extra cost

Highway 24hrs security, rural area`s entrance and exit point, your storage security or
other corners of the buildings you need 24 hrs security guard to check or are you able to
continuously shifting your channel on mobile phone screen? What you will do when
mobile network or wifi network is not working in some parts of the area? When any
disaster hit the area how it is possible to feedback without electricity. Hope not to explain
more about it`s simple functions to cost minimize. DVR, Extra long wire, Monitor,
Security man for guard, Extra space for instruments all costs are sweep away from our
list.

